
 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
March 18, 2013 
 
CC:PA:LPD:PR (REG-138006-12) 
Internal Revenue Service 
1111 Constitution Ave., NW 
Washington, D.C. 20044 
 
Submitted electronically via www.regulations.gov 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
 
 The National Education Association represents more than 3 million educators who work 
throughout the U.S. education system, from pre-K through graduate levels, and health care 
workers in the public and private sectors. We understand the complexity of Internal Revenue 
Code Section 4980H—on shared responsibility for employers—and appreciate the work done by 
the Department of the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service to develop a regulatory 
framework for this crucial component of the Affordable Care Act. As strong supporters of the 
ACA, we remain committed to providing detailed comments on section 4980H. In fact, that 
portion of the health care reform law has surfaced as one of the most important issues of concern 
facing our members around the country, including educators who do not provide formal, in-
school service during the summer and contingent faculty members who are facing restrictions on 
how many courses they can teach. 
 
 To further discuss the National Education Association’s views on this important issue, we 
would like to request that Joel Solomon, senior policy analyst at NEA, speak on behalf of the 
organization at the public hearing on April 23, 2013. 
 
 In multiple written submissions and meetings over almost two years, the National 
Education Association has raised with the Department of the Treasury and the Internal Revenue 
Service concerns related to several fundamental components of the proposed regulatory approach 
to shared responsibility for employers. Many of our concerns focused on the way the education 
sector functions, and we urged you to ensure that regulations did not undermine the purposes of 
section 4980H by including definitions and processes that, however well they might work in 
other sectors, would lead to a distortion of the full-time status of employees working in education 
and other sectors with unique characteristics.  
 
 We appreciate that some of these concerns were factored into the notice of proposed 
rulemaking (NPRM) published on January 2, 2013 (78 FR 218). Indeed, the preamble to the 
NPRM notes that, with respect to employees of educational organizations, “Because the services 
of many of the employees of these educational organizations follow the academic year, many of 
the employees, while typically employed for at least 30 hours of service per week during the 
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active portions of the academic year, are precluded from working (or from working normal 
hours) during periods when the organization is entirely or largely closed” (78 FR 224). In 
recognition of this situation, the NPRM states, “These proposed regulations address these special 
issues presented by educational institutions by providing an averaging method for employment 
break periods that generally would result in an employee who works full-time during the active 
portions of the academic year being treated as a full-time employee for section 4980H” (78 FR 
224). 
 
 The welcome, positive language noted above helps to ensure that the ACA’s provisions 
on shared responsibility for employers are effectively implemented. It is for this reason that we 
are troubled by the NPRM’s inconsistent incorporation of language related to the education 
sector. Indeed, we have identified four separate components of the NPRM in which education-
specific language is needed, appropriate, and missing. We must also take issue with several other 
components of the NPRM that undermine the ACA’s provisions related to shared responsibility 
for employers, including its inconsistent treatment of special unpaid leave, the inappropriateness 
of the rate of pay affordability safe harbor, the unfortunately narrow definition of “dependents,” 
and the lack of rules related to employer transparency. In this letter, we also provide additional 
feedback on rules for contingent faculty members, including a call for much-need rules to curb 
aggressive, anti-faculty actions taken by some higher education institutions. 
 
Concerns Related to Educational Organizations’ School Years 
 
 In prior written submissions and conversations, the National Education Association 
pointed out that, to be effective, regulations related to shared responsibility for employers must 
work in common situations found in educational institutions. Our concerns and comments 
focused on all of section 4980H, not just the calculation of penalties using the optional look-back 
measurement method. That is, we were as concerned about how regulations would affect the 
determination of applicable large employer status in section 4980H(c) as we were with how 
penalties would be determined and calculated on a month-by-month basis under section 
4980H(a) and (b) and under the look-back measurement method.  
 
 In this context, we are pleased that the NPRM clarifies that the look-back measurement 
method, which can only be applied for penalty purposes, cannot average summertime into the 
total hours of service for ongoing education employees when they provide no formal, in-school 
service during the summer:  
 

For purposes of applying the look-back measurement method described in 
paragraph (c) of this section to an employee who is not treated as a new employee 
under paragraph (e)(1) of this section, the employer determines the employee’s 
average hours of service for a measurement period by computing the average after 
excluding any special unpaid leave (and, in the case of an employer that is an 
educational organization, also excluding an employment break period) during that 
measurement period and by using that average as the average for the entire 
measurement period. Alternatively, for purposes of determining the employee’s 
average hours of service for the measurement period, the employer may choose to 
treat the employee as credited with hours of service for any periods of special 
unpaid leave (and, in the case of an employer that is an educational organization, 
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any employment break period) during that measurement period at a rate equal to 
the average weekly rate at which the employee was credited with hours of service 
during the weeks in the measurement period that are not part of a period of special 
unpaid leave (or, in the case of an employer that is an educational organization, an 
employment break period) (§54.4980H-3(e)(4).1 

 
 In essence, the NPRM establishes that an employee of an educational organization who 
does not provide formal service during the summer does not have his or her total average hours 
during a measurement period diminished by the inclusion of summertime. However, the NPRM 
indicates that the look-back measurement method is applicable “solely for purposes of 
determining and calculating liability under section 4980H(a) and (b) (and not for purposes of 
determining status as an applicable large employer)” (§54.4980H-3(a)). And, as noted above, it 
also makes clear that protections specific to the education sector only apply to the look-back 
measurement method as applied to ongoing employees, not new employees.  
  
 The National Education Association is deeply concerned about four issues related to the 
NPRM’s treatment of education employees: 
 

1. Education-specific language in the NPRM does not appear to apply to new employees. 
Although no look-back period is possible for a new employee, because no work can have 
been completed in the past, it appears that an employer could potentially factor 
summertime into its analysis of whether an employee is “reasonably expected at his or 
her start date” to be a full-time employee (78 FR 226). For example, an employer who 
hires a new employee to start on August 15, can presumably review the period from 
August 15 of one year to August 14 of the next to determine whether the employee is 
expected to work full time, thereby incorporating the summer following the close of the 
employee’s first year. Without further guidance, therefore, the NPRM’s rules for 
application of the look-back measurement method will allow employers to average 
summertime into this determination, even though the employer would be prohibited from 
doing so on a look-back basis for this same employee once the employee is no longer a 
new employee. If allowed to do so, an employer could inappropriately minimize its 
exposure to penalties by determining that this employee is a part-time employee for 
penalty purposes. 
 
The Department of the Treasury and the IRS considered the types of protections that 
might need to accompany new-employee regulations for the look-back measurement 
method, including that employers could consider whether the new employee is replacing 
a full-time employee or whether the hours of service of ongoing employees in the same 
or comparable positions actually vary (78 FR 227). It appears, however, that such 

                                                
1 For this purpose, special unpaid leave is defined as unpaid leave taken pursuant to the Family and Medical Leave 
Act, the Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act, or jury duty (§54.4980H-3(e)(3)(i). For 
educational organizations, an employment break period is defined as “a period of at least four consecutive weeks 
(disregarding special unpaid leave as defined in paragraph (e)(3) of this section) during which an employee of an 
educational organization is not credited with hours of service for an applicable large employer” (§54.4980H-3(e)(2). 
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comparisons are not actually required by employers determining prospectively whether 
they expect a new employee to work full time.2 
 
NEA urges Treasury and the IRS to clarify that the same education-specific protections 
that apply to the look-back measurement method apply to an employer’s determination of 
whether a new employee is reasonably expected to work full time. Such protections are 
both appropriate and necessary to ensure that section 4980H is effectively implemented.  
 

2. In determining applicable large employer status, an employer can average summertime 
into an employee’s total hours when the employee provides no formal hours of service 
during the summer. As a result, some large employers could avoid exposure to section 
4980H penalties by determining that they are not applicable large employers. This 
problem is more likely to occur when an employer has more than 50 but fewer than 100 
full-time employees and full-time equivalents during the academic year, given that in 
such circumstances the inclusion of “unworked” summer hours would be more likely to 
materially affect the average. The impact would vary depending on the size of the 
employer and the length of time between the end of one school year and the beginning of 
the next one. 
 
For example, an employer with 59 full-time employees, including full-time equivalents, 
during the school year can significantly cut its size by factoring in two summer months 
during which no employees provide formal service. After factoring in the summer 
months, this employer will have 49 full-time employees, including full-time equivalents, 
so will not be an applicable large employer.3  
 
Our concern is not simply theoretical. There are almost 700 school districts in the United 
States with at least 50 but not more than 59 full-time employees, including full-time 
equivalents.4 As a result, the problematic proposed rule will have a significant real-world 
impact. 
 

3. The NPRM creates a transition rule for the determination of applicable large employer 
status in 2014 (78 FR 238). For employers “sufficiently close” to having 50 full-time 
employees, applicable large employer status can be determined using a period of at least 
six consecutive calendar months in 2013. This period can include summertime when an 
employee provides no formal, in-school service. This will have the effect of exacerbating 
the impact of summertime on an employer’s total number of full-time and full-time-
equivalent employees by diminishing a large employer’s size. 
 

                                                
2 The NPRM states: “The Treasury Department and the IRS are continuing to consider whether such factors are 
appropriate or useful and welcome any additional comments on this issue” (78 FR 227). 
3 Without factoring in summertime, this employer has 59 full-time employees, including full-time equivalents, 
working every month [(59 x 12) ÷ 12 = 59]. Assuming that all employees work half of June, none of July, and half 
of August, the employer has 49 full-time employees, including full-time equivalents [((59 x 9) + (29.5 x 2) + 0) ÷ 12 
= 49.17].   
4 National Education Association analysis of data from the National Center for Education Statistics. The exact 
number—687—is based on the most recent data available (2010-2011) and does not include school districts for 
which NCES data are not applicable.   
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Applying a six-month look-back period to the previous example would allow the same 
employer to “have” only 39 full-time employees, including full-time equivalents, if 
summertime is averaged in. It would allow an employer with 74 full-time employees, 
including full-time equivalents, during the school year to “have” 49 employees if 
summertime is included.5 
As noted above, our concern about the problematic proposed rule is not theoretical. There 
are slightly more than 1,600 school districts in the United States with at least 50 but not 
more than 74 full-time employees, including full-time equivalents.6 
 

4. An employer that determines and calculates penalties under section 4980H(a) or (b) on a 
month-by-month basis is not subject to the same education-specific protections, so 
penalties could be minimized to the extent that the employee provides less than an 
average of 30 hours a week of service during summer months. Although it might be 
likely that actions would be taken to avoid a penalty for any month, thereby making 
irrelevant the lack of a penalty during the summer months, the conceptual inconsistency 
of allowing an employer the potential to avoid penalties during some months simply by 
choosing a different calculation method argues strongly for ensuring that no such 
possibility exists. 
 

  The NPRM’s treatment of these issues contradicts its handling of summertime for 
purposes of application of the look-back measurement method for ongoing employees. Whereas 
the reasonable and justifiable education-specific protections established for the look-back 
measurement method accord completely with the purposes of the ACA, the lack of such 
protections in the situations described below will undermine the effective implementation of the 
law.  
 
 We find no statutory justification for treating hours of service differently for different 
purposes related to section 4980H. Indeed, the ACA itself holds: “HOURS OF SERVICE.—The 
Secretary, in consultation with the Secretary of Labor, shall prescribe such regulations, rules, and 
guidance as may be necessary to determine the hours of service of an employee, including rules 
for the application of this paragraph to employees who are not compensated on an hourly basis” 
(section 4980H(c)(4)(B)). Significantly, this language relates to the ACA’s treatment of full-time 
employees in general, not specifically to the determination of applicable large employer status or 
the calculation of penalties. 
 
 Consistent with our understanding that the ACA allows regulators to develop hours of 
service rules that factor in the unique work characteristics of the education sector, the 
Department of the Treasury and the IRS incorporate sector-specific language for the look-back 

                                                
5 Without factoring in summertime, this employer has 59 full-time employees, including full-time equivalents, 
working every month [(59 x 6) ÷ 6 = 59]. Assuming that all employees work half of June, none of July, half of 
August and the employer chooses June through November as the six-month period during which to determine 
applicable large employer status, the employer has 39 full-time employees, including full-time equivalents [((59 x 3) 
+ (29.5 x 2) + 0) ÷ 6 = 39.33]. An employer with 74 full-time employees, including full-time equivalents, during the 
school year would “have” only 49 if summertime is factored into the same six-month averaging period [((74 x 3) + 
(37 x 2) + 0) ÷ 6 = 49.33]. 
6 National Education Association analysis of data from the National Center for Education Statistics. The exact 
number—1,602—is based on the most recent data available (2010-2011) and does not include school districts for 
which NCES data are not applicable.  
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measurement method, noting, as indicated earlier in this comment letter, that the proposed rules 
provide an averaging method for employment break periods designed to ensure that employees 
who are full time during the academic year are not characterized as part time because they 
provide no formal, in-school service during the summer. The types of hours included in the 
determination of applicable large employer status and the determination and calculation of 
penalties are different, but the look-back period for the look-back measurement method is no 
different in concept from the look-back period used for determining applicable large employer 
status. The NPRM itself indicates that the determination of applicable large employer status is 
“performed on a look-back basis” (78 FR 221).  
 
 The determination and calculation of penalties on a month-by-month basis is not 
performed on a look-back basis, so averaging is not the problem in this context. However, 
ensuring that employees who work full time during the school year are treated as full time for 
this purpose is no different from ensuring the same outcome when averaging employees’ hours.  
  
 We urge the Department of the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service to correct 
these four problems swiftly. 
 
Concerns Related to Other Components of the NPRM 
 
 Contingent Faculty Members 
 
 The National Education Association recognizes that, for contingent faculty members 
(what the NPRM refers to as adjunct faculty members), there is no single measure of how many 
out-of-class hours are required for every in-class hour. In part, this is because subject matters can 
vary greatly in the type and amount of outside-of-classroom hours required. For this reason, 
NEA respectfully urges the Department of the Treasury and the IRS to issue final rules that 
reiterate that employers must use a reasonable method for crediting the hours of service of 
contingent faculty members (78 FR 255).  
 
 For this language to lead to the effective enforcement of the Affordable Care Act’s 
provisions related to shared responsibility for employers, however, we also urge that you include 
safeguards for employers’ use of the reasonableness standard. Specifically, employers should be 
required to disclose to an employee and/or the employee’s representative detailed information on 
how the employee’s hours of service are to be credited so that real-time engagement with 
employers on this issue is possible. We also request that you specify that it would not be 
reasonable for an employer to issue across-the-board directives that no contingent faculty 
member be allowed to teach more than a certain number of courses, as such a directive would not 
be a reasonable method for counting contingent faculty members’ hours inside and outside the 
classroom. 

 The need for protection for contingent faculty members is both real and urgent. Around 
the country, some employers are applying caps on the course loads of contingent faculty 
members to insulate themselves against the possibility that they may owe a penalty under section 
4980H. NEA members in Illinois, for example, recently protested at a meeting of the Illinois 
Community Council of College Presidents, urging them to “keep the ‘care’ in Obamacare.” At 
issue was an initiative by community colleges to cut contingent faculty members’ hours. As a 
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local news report noted, those faculty members are “already at the low end of the pay scale — a 
typical adjunct teaching two classes that meet four hours a week might make $8,000 for a 
semester, with no job benefits—and now they’re being told they’re going to make even less 
money right when the law will compel them to buy insurance.”7

 

 Special Unpaid Leave 
 
 As indicated above, the NPRM’s disparate treatment of education employees’ hours is 
mirrored in its treatment of special unpaid leave. That is, for purposes of the look-back 
measurement method, an employer includes in an employee’s total hours any unpaid leave taken 
pursuant to the Family and Medical Leave Act, the Uniformed Services Employment and 
Reemployment Rights Act, or jury duty. However, an employer cannot include such leave in the 
hours of employees for purposes of determining applicable large employer status, the transition 
rule related to the determination of applicable large employer status for 2014, or the month-by-
month determination and calculation of penalties. 
 
 We urge the Department of the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service to make 
consistent the way rules related to shared responsibility for employers addresses special unpaid 
leave. We request that special unpaid leave count as hours of service for all employee-counting 
purposes. 
 
 The Rate of Pay Safe Harbor 
 
 The National Education Association believes that the rate of pay safe harbor should be 
eliminated, as it will likely lead to a distortion of section 4980H penalties in many cases. The 
safe harbor is predicated upon the equivalency of 130 hours of work per month being the same as 
an average of at least 30 hours a week during the month. The preamble to the NPRM dismisses 
commentators’ concerns that during shorter months, 130 hours would overestimate the total 
possible hours that could be worked. During longer months, the NPRM notes, the equivalency 
would underestimate the total. That is, the NPRM relies upon the average of all months to 
determine that the equivalency is acceptable. When extended to the safe harbor, however, the 
equivalency is applied on a month-by-month basis (78 FR 235). As a result, differences in the 
length of months, combined with the unrealistic safe harbor assumption that employees take no 
days off from a full-time schedule of at least 30 hours a week, render the safe harbor misguided. 
We urge that it be eliminated from final rules.  
 
 In the context of the rate of pay safe harbor, “affordability” becomes a factor of income 
that an employee may not actually have, while paying for required premium contributions is only 
possible based on actual income. The following examples show how this safe harbor can lead to 
results at odds with the ACA’s basic concepts of affordability. 
 
 During calendar year 2014, an hourly employee working six hours during every weekday 
of the year—with no holidays, sick days, time for taking an ill child to the doctor, or other time 

                                                
7
 Eric Zorn, Chicago Tribune, “Teachers, colleges getting early lesson in Obamacare,” March 5, 2013. Available on 

the Internet at: http://blogs.chicagotribune.com/news_columnists_ezorn/2013/03/-teachers-colleges-getting-early-
lesson-in-obamacare.html#.UTdTOKovKK8.email. NEA access date: March 6, 2013. 
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off other than weekends—will, by definition, be full time for purposes of section 4980H.8 An 
employee working this schedule will have more months—seven of them—during which actual 
hours exceed the assumed amount of 130 hours.9 As a result, actual income will exceed assumed 
income in seven months of the year. If the employee has an actual rate of pay of $13.75 an hour 
and a required annual premium contribution of $2,000 ($166.67 a month), this employee will end 
up with premium contributions that, based on actual pay, are unaffordable in five of 12 months, 
while the safe harbor will indicate that the premium contributions are affordable in every single 
month. 
 
 A safe harbor predicated upon a worker taking off absolutely no days for any reason is 
unrealistic. For our example, then, excluding federal holidays from workdays in 2014 is both 
reasonable and realistic, particularly for education employees, whose places of employment are 
generally closed on federal holidays. Excluding federal holidays from days that could be worked 
in 2014 leads to a significant drop in the number of months during which actual hours exceed 
assumed hours. Now, only four months have a greater number of hours than the assumed number 
of 130.10 If the employee has an actual rate of pay of $13.75 an hour and a required annual 
premium contribution of $2,000 ($166.67 a month), this employee will end up with premium 
contributions that, based on actual pay, are unaffordable in eight of 12 months, while the safe 
harbor would indicate that the premium contributions are affordable in every single month.11  
 
 If our example also excludes non-summer school breaks during which the employee is 
not paid—spring break and winter break, for example12—the days that could be worked lead to 
an ever further drop in the number of months during which actual hours exceed assumed hours. 
With this change, only one month’s actual hours exceed the assumption.13 If the employee has an 
actual rate of pay of $13.75 an hour and a required annual premium contribution of $2,000 
($166.67 a month), this employee will end up with premium contributions that, based on actual 

                                                
8 The average hours of service provided in any five-day workweek would be exactly 30. 
9 An employee working every weekday without break would work the following number of days and hours: January 
(22 weekdays, 138 hours); February (20 weekdays, 120 hours); March (21 weekdays, 126 hours); April (22 
weekdays, 132 hours); May (22 weekdays, 132 hours); June (21 weekdays, 126 hours); July (23 weekdays, 138 
hours); August (21 weekdays, 126 hours); September (22 weekdays, 132 hours); October (23 weekdays, 138 hours); 
November (20 weekdays, 120 hours); and December (23 weekdays, 138 hours). 
10 In this revised example, only April, July, October, and December remain above 130 hours. The other months’ 
hours are: January (126 hours); February (114 hours); March (126 hours); May (126 hours); June (126 hours); 
August (126 hours); September (126 hours); and November (108 hours). 
11 The safe harbor determines the contribution to be affordable. Assumed monthly income is $1,787.50: (130 x 
$13.75 = $1,787.50). At $166.67 a month, the required premium contribution is 9.32 percent of the assumed safe 
harbor income [($166.67 ÷ $1,787.50)  x 100) = 9.32%]. Based on actual pay, however, the premium contribution is 
unaffordable: January (9.62% of pay); February (10.63% of pay); March (9.62% of pay); May (9.62% of pay); June 
(9.62% of pay); August (9.62% of pay); September (9.62% of pay); and November (11.22% of pay). 
12 For purposes of this example, we exclude five days in April for spring break and Easter, one day in September for 
teacher-training on which the employee does not work, one day in October for a teacher-training day on which the 
employee does not work; two days in November for a teacher-training day and the day after Thanksgiving; and six 
days in December for winter break. 
13 That month is July. The other months’ hours are: January (120 hours); February (114 hours); March (120 hours); 
April (96 hours); May (126 hours); June (126 hours); August (126 hours); September (126 hours); October (120 
hours); November (96 hours); and December (96 hours). 
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pay, are unaffordable in 11 of 12 months, while the safe harbor will indicate that the premium 
contributions are affordable in every single month.14  
 
 Dependents: Definition and 2014 Offer of Coverage 
 
 The NEA urges Treasury and the IRS to change the definition of “dependents” to include 
an employee’s spouse and other common dependents covered by health plans, including 
domestic partners, and to change the scope of what is “affordable” under IRC section 36B to 
include more than just self-only coverage.15 The definition of “dependent” as only the 
employee’s child or children up to age 26 will incentivize employers to drop spousal coverage, 
disrupting existing family coverage, complicating family health care, and undermining the 
current system of employer-sponsored coverage. We are also deeply concerned that, given this 
definition of “dependent,” employers will seek to reverse decades of progress in offering 
affordable family coverage, including spouses, by increasing the cost of full family coverage 
relative to other coverage. Another troubling but foreseeable outcome of using just self-only 
coverage to determine affordability will be that an employee’s child or children are left without 
affordable health coverage options. 
 
 By defining “dependents” to include only an employee’s child or children, the proposed 
regulations allow spouses and domestic partners without an offer of coverage due to their 
relationship with the employee to access premium credits and cost-sharing reductions for 
exchange-based coverage (if otherwise eligible). However, we believe that ensuring that section 
4980H(a) refers to full family units and that affordable coverage is understood to refer to more 
than just self-only coverage are crucial components of ensuring the ACA’s promise of expanding 
access to quality, affordable coverage. 
 
 The National Education Association also wishes to raise another issue related to 
dependent coverage. However it is defined, the rules for shared responsibility for employers 
should not excuse employers from offering dependent coverage for plan years that begin in 2013. 
For many plans, this would mean a postponement of this provision of the ACA until late 2014.  
 
 Affordability and Wellness 

 
 The National Education Association also wishes to raise concern about the way wellness 
incentives affect affordability for purposes of section 4980H. We believe that it would 
undermine the purposes of the ACA’s provisions on shared responsibility for employers to allow 
employers to use premium contribution amounts based on wellness-related incentives that 
decrease required contributions. Similarly, it would be inappropriate for the required contribution 
to be based on a premium that excludes a wellness-related surcharge. In the context of section 

                                                
14 The safe harbor determines the contribution to be affordable. Assumed monthly income is $1,787.50: (130 x 
$13.75 = $1,787.50). At $166.67 a month, the required premium contribution is 9.32 percent of the assumed safe 
harbor income [($166.67 ÷ $1,787.50)  x 100) = 9.32%]. Based on actual pay, however, the premium contribution is 
unaffordable: January (10.10% of pay); February (10.63% of pay); March (10.10% of pay); April (12.63% of pay); 
May (9.62% of pay); June (9.62% of pay); August (9.62% of pay); September (10.10% of pay); October (9.62% of 
pay); November (12.63% of pay); and December (12.63% of pay). 
15 The Department of the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service issued final regulations indicating that an 
employer-sponsored plan is affordable for individuals related to the employee if the employee’s required premium 
contribution for self-only coverage is affordable (78 FR 7265).   
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4980H, required contributions refer to what an employee’s required contribution is, not what the 
employee’s required contribution could possibly be if all possible discounts are factored in. To 
do otherwise would predicate the ACA’s affordability provisions on the ACA’s wellness 
provisions. Further, it would incentivize employers to offer wellness programs as a way to 
encourage certain employees to leave the employer plan for exchange-based coverage. 
  
 Transparency and Enforcement 
 
 The proposed rules for shared responsibility create a labyrinth of employer options for 
avoiding penalties that, under the NPRM, can be determined and applied completely hidden from 
the employees affected. Employer-reporting requirements under section 6056, which will not 
begin until 2015 for calendar year 2014, are wholly inadequate as a mechanism for holding 
employers accountable for their decisions and actions related to section 4980H. With the 
livelihood and health coverage of employees and their families at stake, waiting for what could 
be more than a year for employer information on section 4980H is inadequate. Indeed, we note 
that Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service have taken multiple steps—including the 
establishment of the look-back measurement method—to allow employers to plan in advance for 
section 4980H penalties. Those steps have not been matched by initiatives to help employees and 
their representatives prepare for section 4980H.  
 
 We urge that real-time transparency on employers’ decisions regarding measurement and 
stability periods, determinations of full- or part-time status for individual employees, the use of 
safe harbors, and other determinants of the outcome of section 4980H be made available to 
employees and their representatives. We also urge Treasury and the IRS to signal that they will 
investigate and enforce the rules in the NPRM and identify ways that employees and their 
representatives can call abuses to the attention of the Department of the Treasury and the IRS. 
 
 Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
 
    Sincerely, 
 
 
 
    Carolyn York 
    Director, Collective Bargaining and Member Advocacy Department 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 


